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Abstract

To guard against machine failures, modern internet services store multiple replicas of the same application data within and across data centers, which introduces the problem of keeping geodistributed replicas consistent with one another in the face of network partitions and unpredictable message latency. To avoid costly and conservative synchronization protocols, many real-world systems provide only weak consistency guarantees (e.g., eventual, causal, or PRAM consistency), which permit certain kinds of disagreement among replicas.

There has been much recent interest in language support for specifying and verifying such consistency properties. Although these properties are usually beyond the scope of what traditional type checkers or compiler analyses can guarantee, solver-aided languages are up to the task. Inspired by systems like Liquid Haskell [43] and Rosette [42], we believe that close integration between a language and a solver is the right path to consistent-by-construction distributed applications. Unfortunately, verifying distributed consistency properties requires reasoning about transitive relations (e.g., causality or happens-before), partial orders (e.g., the lattice of replica states under a convergent merge operation), and properties relevant to message processing or API invocation (e.g., commutativity and idempotence) that cannot be easily or efficiently carried out by general-purpose SMT solvers that lack native support for this kind of reasoning.

We argue that domain-specific SMT-based tools that exploit the mathematical foundations of distributed consistency would enable both more efficient verification and improved ease of use for domain experts. The principle of exploiting domain knowledge for efficiency and expressivity that has borne fruit elsewhere – such as in the development of high-performance domain-specific languages that trade off generality to gain both performance and productivity – also applies here. Languages augmented with domain-specific, consistency-aware solvers would support the rapid implementation of formally verified programming abstractions that guarantee distributed consistency. In the long run, we aim to democratize the development of such domain-specific solvers by creating a framework for domain-specific solver development that brings new theory solver implementation within the reach of programmers who are not necessarily SMT solver internals experts.
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1 Introduction

Modern internet services store multiple replicas of the same application data within and across data centers. Replication aids fault tolerance and data locality: if one replica fails or is unreachable due to network partitions or congestion, another will be available in its place. In addressing those problems, though, replication introduces a new problem: the problem of keeping geo-distributed replicas consistent with one another.

In a replicated system that enforces strong consistency, clients cannot observe that the data has been replicated at all – but strong consistency must come at the expense of availability, the guarantee that every request from a client receives a meaningful response. Consider a banking application in which a user’s account balance is stored in a replicated object, and where the application must maintain the invariant that a user’s account balance is greater than zero. When the user withdraws from the account, to maintain the balance ≥ 0 application invariant, the replica processing the withdrawal must make sure that any concurrent withdrawals at other replicas have also been applied to its local state before it allows a new withdraw operation to proceed. In other words, the withdraw operation requires replicas to synchronize.

However, not every operation against a distributed data store requires strong consistency. For instance, in our banking application, replicas need not synchronize with each other for a deposit operation. Instead, the replica that processes the deposit can report success to the user immediately and remain available to process more operations, while asynchronously updating other replicas with the new balance at some point in the future.

Although it might seem like a good thing that at least some operations can proceed without synchronization, the differing synchronization requirements for different operations hugely complicate the application programmer’s task. In general, different operations on the same data may require drastically different amounts of synchronization in order to maintain application-level invariants.

1.1 Language-level tools for taming the consistency zoo

To make it easier for application developers to navigate this “consistency zoo”, a number of lines of research on language-level abstractions and tools for programming against replicated data have emerged. For instance:

- **Replicated data types** (RDTs), such as conflict-free replicated data types (CRDTs) [38], replicated abstract data types [36], Cloud Types [9], and replicated lists [4], are data structures designed for replication, with an interface that limits the permissible operations to those that will ensure convergence of replicated state despite message reordering or duplication.

- **Mixed-consistency programming models** augment existing languages with sophisticated type systems, contract systems, or analyses for specifying and verifying various combinations of consistency properties. Recent representative examples of this line of work include the MixT domain-specific language for mixed-consistency transactions [32], Consistency Types [20], and the Quelea contract system [39].

- **Fault injection infrastructures** for distributed systems, such as lineage-driven fault injection (LDFI) [3], systematically inject faults, including machine crashes and network partitions, to test whether (ostensibly) fault-tolerant replicated systems maintain their claimed consistency guarantees under these contingencies. In particular, to use LDFI for implementing a distributed protocol, the programmer specifies the protocol as a program in a Datalog-like distributed programming language; the LDFI system then simulates execution of the protocol in the presence of faults and tries to determine the smallest (or most likely) set of faults that reveal bugs in the program.
All of these approaches try to lift the question of whether a given program upholds a particular application-level correctness property to the level of the programming language. Language-level tools for ensuring program correctness most often manifest as type systems or program analyses that statically (and conservatively) rule out badly-behaved programs. But traditional type systems and analyses are usually not expressive enough to statically rule out programs that violate consistency properties. The desire to be able to enforce program properties that are richer than those that can be enforced by traditional type checkers or compiler analyses has led to a proliferation of work that relies on extending programming languages with SAT or SMT solvers such as Z3 [15], CVC4 [5] or MathSAT [8]. Indeed, Quelea [39] and LDFI [3] both work by augmenting languages (Quelea’s contract language and LDFI’s protocol specification language, respectively) with solvers.

However, verifying distributed consistency properties requires reasoning about transitive relations (e.g., causality or happens-before), partial orders (e.g., the lattice of replica states under a convergent merge operation), and properties relevant to message processing or API invocation (e.g., commutativity and idempotence) that cannot be easily or efficiently carried out by general-purpose SMT solvers that lack native support for this kind of reasoning. For example, ensuring the correctness of certain flavors of CRDT implementations involves showing that replica states constitute a join-semilattice and the replica merge operation computes a least upper bound over this lattice. Existing general-purpose SMT solvers lack native support for reasoning efficiently about such order-theoretic properties [18]. Consequently, proving these properties in an SMT-aided language like Liquid Haskell is harder than it needs to be. Likewise, solver-aided tools like Quelea and LDFI must make use of simplifying assumptions, compromises, or hacks in order to be able to use the solver to reason about distributed programs.

1.2 Toward consistency-aware solvers and consistency-aware solver-aided languages

We see an opportunity to address all of these shortcomings while unifying existing lines of work on programming language support for consistency, replicated data types and SMT-based tools for mixed-consistency programming. In doing so, we follow the lead of long traditions of work on high-performance domain-specific theory solvers [22, 23] and high-performance domain-specific languages [12]. Specifically, we advocate the development of domain-specific SMT-based tools that bake in support for the mathematical foundations of consistency to support the implementation of language-level abstractions and tools for ensuring the correctness of distributed programs.

We aim to make the implementation and use of these tools accessible not only to systems programmers who would ordinarily implement replicated data storage systems, but to application programmers – the people who are usually most familiar with the application-level invariants that their operations on replicated data will ultimately need to satisfy. Domain-specific solvers for distributed consistency should be a double win, enabling both improved ease of use by domain experts (because the constraints to be discharged to the solver can be encoded in a more familiar way) and efficiency advantages over general-purpose, off-the-shelf solvers (because the solver will be able to reason about those constraints at a higher level).

An especially exciting way to make use of the considerable power of SAT and SMT solvers is by means of solver-aided languages1 such as Liquid Haskell [43], which augments Haskell’s type system with refinement types [37] which are compiled to equivalent constraints that can

---

1 The term “solver-aided languages” was coined by Torlak and Bodik in their work on Rosette [41].
be discharged by an SMT solver. With the help of the external solver, Liquid Haskell can check refinement types at compile time. We believe that close integration between a language and a solver, as pioneered by systems like Rosette [42] and Liquid Haskell, is the right path to consistent-by-construction distributed applications. Consistency-aware theory solvers would be usable from existing solver-aided languages like Liquid Haskell, and they would dovetail with Rosette’s support for building new solver-aided DSLs. New domain-specific solvers call for new domain-specific solver-aided languages, and we hypothesize that building consistency-aware languages on top of our proposed consistency-aware solvers would be an ideal application of Rosette.

Finally, we hope to use the development of consistency-aware solvers as a jumping-off point for a broader research agenda. Today, new theory solver implementation is considered the territory of SMT internals experts. Even though the architecture of modern SMT solvers appears to lend itself to a modular style of development in which theory solvers could be developed independently, in practice it would seem that SMT solvers are monolithic and SMT internals expertise is required for theory solver development. We aim to create a theory solver development framework, inspired by existing frameworks for rapid development of high-performance DSLs [12], to democratize the implementation of domain-specific theory solvers. Our goal is to make it possible for domain experts – including and especially distributed systems programmers – to implement their own domain-specific theory solvers that modularly extend existing SMT solvers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief tour of the zoo of distributed consistency models and the guarantees that they do (and don’t) provide, in the context of our example banking application with its \( \text{balance} \geq 0 \) invariant. In Section 3, we dig into three example use cases for a consistency-aware solver: efficient verification of CRDTs with Liquid Haskell, reasoning about message reorderings in LDFI, and precisely reasoning about the transitive closure of relations in the Quelea contract language. Finally, in Section 4, we consider SMT and theory solver implementation, and the broader problem of how to democratize the implementation of domain-specific theory solvers like the consistency-aware solvers we aim to build.

## 2 Consistency anomalies: a brief tour of the zoo

The desire for applications to provide a responsive, “always-on” [16] experience to users has motivated much work on systems that trade strong consistency for \textit{eventual consistency} [40, 46] and high availability. Under eventual consistency, updates may arrive at each replica in arbitrary order, and replicas may diverge for an unbounded amount of time and only eventually come to agree.

Between the extremes of eventual consistency and strong consistency are a bewildering variety of intermediate consistency options [40, 30, 1, 31, 29, 34]. For instance, under \textit{causal consistency} [1, 27], if message \( m_1 \) is sent before message \( m_2 \) (in the sense of Lamport’s happens-before relation [27]), then \( m_1 \) must also be received before \( m_2 \). Among other things, this means that in our banking application, if, say, replica A processes a deposit of $25 followed by a withdrawal of $30, and sends a message to replica B for each operation in that order, then replica B must apply them in that order, as well. The idea is that because the deposit of $25 happened before the $30 withdrawal on replica A, the deposit \textit{potentially caused} the withdrawal, and so the withdrawal must not be allowed to happen on replica B until the deposit has happened there first. This guarantee – that operations will occur in
Figure 1 Examples of invariant-violating executions that are disallowed (left) and allowed (right) under causal consistency. In the execution on the left, event 2 follows event 1 in the causal order, and so the execution shown violates causal consistency. The execution on the right exhibits a different violation of the same application invariant, but in this case, one that causal consistency does not rule out: events 1 and 2 have no causal order, but the balance ≥ 0 invariant is still violated.

causal order – is enough to rule out a number of consistency-related anomalies, and suffices for many applications. The execution shown in Figure 1 (left) shows a violation of the balance ≥ 0 invariant in our bank application that would be ruled out by causal consistency.

For many applications, though, causal consistency is not enough in general. For our banking application, if a deposit takes place on replica A and a concurrent withdrawal takes place on replica B, then causal consistency says nothing about the order of the two operations. Enforcing the balance ≥ 0 application invariant demands a stronger consistency guarantee. Figure 1 (right) shows such an execution, which respects causal consistency but nevertheless violates the balance ≥ 0 invariant.

The execution in Figure 1 (left) in fact also violates a slightly weaker form of consistency, known as PRAM or FIFO consistency [30]. Under PRAM consistency, if two operations take place in a particular order on a given replica, then on any other replica on which both operations take place, the first operation must take place first. Figure 2 shows an execution allowed under PRAM, but ruled out by causal consistency. A withdrawal originating on replica B is delivered without problem at replica A, but at replica C, it causes an invariant violation because a causally earlier deposit has not yet arrived. On the other hand, even PRAM consistency may be overkill for the deposit operation: if two deposits are delivered in different orders on different replicas, then we have violated PRAM (and causal) consistency, but no application invariant is violated, and we have saved the potentially substantial cost of having to synchronize between replicas.

Clearly, choosing the consistency guarantee for each operation that will enforce exactly as much synchronization as is necessary between replicas – but no more than that – can be a daunting task for programmers, even when the data store or stores offer only two or three consistency options to choose from [32, 39]. When there are more choices, the job only gets harder. For example, read-your-writes consistency [40] occupies a space between PRAM and weak consistency and is incomparable with eventual consistency. A recent survey paper [45] catalogues over 50 distinct notions of consistency from the literature, ordering them by their semantic strength. Figure 3 illustrates a small slice of this consistency hierarchy.
**Figure 2** An invariant-violating execution allowed by PRAM consistency, but disallowed by causal consistency. Here, replica B attempts to send event 1 to replica C, but the message is lost or delayed in transit. Meanwhile, the (causally later) event 2 arrives at replica C.

**Figure 3** Some popular models of distributed consistency, ordered by strength: smaller regions admit fewer executions.
2.1 Discussion

The current state of the art of language-level support for distributed consistency discussed in Section 1.1 can help to address some of the difficulties that arise when navigating the consistency zoo. For example, if we programmed our banking application with a mixed-consistency programming system like Quelea, we might be able to obtain assurance that deposit operations may proceed without synchronization, and a warning that even casual consistency is not sufficient to ensure that concurrent withdrawal operations are safe. Alternatively, we might use RDTs to ensure that replicas eventually converge to the same (possibly negative) balance after all operations are applied, and we could use LDFI to ensure that the effects of these operations remain durable in the face of message loss and machine crashes.

In principle, we could even combine these approaches in the same system. For instance, a single solver-aided language could both identify which pairs of operations (e.g., deposits and withdrawals that witnessed them) must be causally ordered, as in the Quelea contract language, and ensure that a particular implementation of an RDT upholds its convergence guarantee (e.g., for concurrent withdrawals), by means of rich type specifications like those expressible in Liquid Haskell. The underlying solver for such a language would need to reason efficiently about the causality relation and partial orders, respectively. Unfortunately, general-purpose solvers are not necessarily well suited for such reasoning, as we elaborate on in the next section.

3 The case for consistency-aware solvers

What could we do if we had a solver capable of natively reasoning about distributed consistency? In this section, we motivate the need for consistency-aware solvers with three example use cases, based both on our own experiences [3] and on our reading of the literature on solver-aided language verification tools [39, 43, 44].

3.1 Efficient verification of CRDTs with Liquid Haskell

Liquid Haskell [43] is a tool that augments Haskell’s type system with refinement types, calling off to an SMT solver (Z3 by default) under the hood for type checking and inference. Refinement type checking and inference is undecidable in general, but Liquid Haskell gets around this issue by employing liquid types [37], which require one to specify up front a fixed set of logical qualifiers from which refinement predicates can be built. The solver can then search over that set, returning the problem to the realm of decidability.

Liquid Haskell can be used to verify the commutativity, associativity, and idempotence of functions – all properties that one would want to guarantee about operations that modify replicated data structures. These are, in fact, exactly the properties that must hold of the merge operation in CRDTs. Ensuring that an RDT implementation is correct amounts to showing that certain order-theoretic properties (e.g., that replica states constitute a join-semilattice and the replica merge operation computes a least upper bound over this lattice) hold over program state. Unfortunately, these properties are difficult to verify in practice. Even just specifying the desired RDT behavior is a hard problem in itself [10, 6], and to our knowledge, the only mechanized proofs of correctness of RDT implementations have been done in the context of a theorem prover [19, 48], rather than in a solver-aided language like Liquid Haskell that might be usable for real implementations.
In order to verify such properties in Liquid Haskell, though, one would need to make use of its recently added refinement reflection mechanism [44], which goes far beyond what traditional refinement types can express and which is only well understood by a handful of experts. Furthermore, checking that the ordering laws hold for concurrent sets, for example, took 40 seconds and hundreds of SMT queries [44]. What if, by hooking up Liquid Haskell to a domain-specific solver with built-in knowledge of ordering constraints, we could get that 40 seconds down to 4 seconds or 0.4 seconds? Doing so would allow for fast, interactive verification in the REPL, in the way that Haskell programmers are used to interacting with the type checker.

3.2 Reasoning about message reorderings in a lineage-driven fault injection tool

Lineage-driven fault injection (LDFI) [3] is a methodology for testing distributed systems for fault tolerance by systematically causing certain messages to be dropped. LDFI makes use of the concept of data lineage – that is, the combination of data and messages that led to a particular successful execution outcome – to make decisions about which message omissions would be most likely to reveal bugs.

However, the existing LDFI implementation [3] does not consider message reorderings at all. Rather, it assumes a fixed, deterministic message ordering for a successful execution and then uses a SAT solver to exhaustively produce possible ways to make the execution fail. Yet many real-world bugs in distributed systems [47, 28] are triggered by a combination of message omission faults with message races, in which (for example) messages delivered in an unexpected order compromise a system’s response to a fault event. In order to bound the (already astronomically large, due to the combinatorial explosion of possible faults) space of possible executions to consider, LDFI must assume that messages are delivered in a fixed, deterministic order. Hence bugs that are triggered by combinations of faults and message races could be missed.

A naive solution that, for each combination of faults selected by LDFI to inject, exercised all possible message delivery orders would be intractable for anything but small systems. Of course, in a great many cases, the order in which messages are delivered to a particular replica has no effect on the final state or behavior of that replica, because those messages commute with respect to the downstream message-processing logic. A possible solution to this problem would be to reason directly about the mathematical properties of the message-processing program logic. This resembles the problem of verifying the properties of the CRDT merge operation. With the help of a solver capable of reasoning about commutativity, we might be able to prove that particular pairs of messages commute, and pay the cost of exploring a larger state space only for those pairs of operations for which we cannot find such a proof.

3.3 Precise reasoning about transitive closure in a language of consistency contracts

The Quelea programming model [39] offers an innovative approach to programming against replicated data stores that offer a mix of consistency guarantees. The idea is that programmers annotate functions that operate on replicated data with contracts that describe application-level invariants, expressed in a small contract language. For example, to enforce the balance \( \geq 0 \) invariant from our example banking application, the programmer can annotate the withdraw operation with a contract specifying that calls to it must synchronize with other withdraws or deposits. A given operation might be executed against several different backing stores,
each of which has its own consistency guarantee, specified using the same contract language. Quelea then calls off to an SMT solver, which performs contract classification to determine the weakest consistency level at which each operation must be run (and therefore the backing store against which it can run with the least synchronization). Under this approach, the application programmer is able to think in terms of the application-level invariants that their code needs to satisfy, instead of having to think about the whole zoo of consistency options.

The Quelea contract language had to be carefully crafted to make contract classification decidable. For example, causal consistency is defined in terms of a transitive happens-before relation: if event 1 happens before event 2 and event 2 happens before event 3, then event 1 happens before event 3. However, transitive closure is not expressible in first-order logic, so the developers of Quelea have to make do with a relation that expresses a superset of transitive closure. As a result, in Quelea’s notion of happens-before, some events that are actually independent are instead considered to have a happens-before relationship, leading to more synchronization than is strictly necessary to enforce causal consistency. A custom consistency-aware solver could make it possible to avoid such compromises.

4 Building a consistency-aware solver

SMT solvers allow us to check that an implementation satisfies a specification by encoding both as a formula understood by the solver, where satisfiability (or unsatisfiability) of the formula corresponds to the truth of the property we want to verify. The SMT problem is a generalization of the famous SAT problem of determining whether a Boolean formula is satisfiable. With SMT, formulas may additionally contain expressions that come from various theories – the “T” in “SMT”. For instance, in the theory of linear real arithmetic, formulas can contain real-valued variables, addition, subtraction, and multiplication operations, and equalities or inequalities over the real numbers. Modern solvers such as Z3 come with a variety of built-in theories, such as linear arithmetic, bit-vectors, strings, and so on.

SMT solvers may operate in either an eager or an lazy manner. In the eager approach, the solver takes the SMT formula provided as input and essentially compiles it down to a Boolean SAT formula, which it can then hand off to a SAT solver. This is possible to do as long as the theory of the input formula is decidable, but in the process of compiling to the Boolean SAT formula, one may lose the high-level structure of the problem, and with it the ability to efficiently apply domain knowledge from the original theory. Modern SMT solvers therefore tend to use the lazy approach, which also involves an underlying SAT solver, but additionally involves a collection of theory solvers that are each specific to a certain theory. Theory solvers reason at a higher level of abstraction than the underlying SAT solver, with which they communicate via a solver core, as shown in Figure 4.
The efficiency advantage of the lazy approach to SMT solving is an example of the more general principle of exploiting domain knowledge for efficiency. For example, high-performance embedded domain-specific languages (DSLs) such as those built using the Delite DSL framework [33, 12, 7] trade off generality to gain both expressivity and efficiency; a high-level representation of programmer intent enables the compiler to do optimizations that it would not have enough information to do otherwise.

One particularly compelling recent example of a domain-specific SMT solver is the Reluplex SMT solver for verifying properties of neural networks [22, 23]. In SMT-based neural network verification, one encodes a description of a trained network and a property to be proved about it as a formula that the solver can determine the (un)satisfiability of. The tractability of the verification task depends on the ability of the solver to reason efficiently about activation functions, which allow networks to learn potentially extremely complex non-linear functions (indeed, without them, a network could only compute a linear combination of its inputs). The Reluplex solver enables efficient reasoning about a particular kind of activation function, the rectified linear unit (ReLU), by extending an existing theory solver for linear real arithmetic to additionally handle a new ReLU primitive and allowing SMT constraints representing ReLUs to be lazily split into disjunctions. This “lazy ReLU splitting” approach changes many verification problems from intractable to tractable and has made possible the verification of networks one to two orders of magnitude larger than the previous state of the art could handle [35].

Although we are interested in a different domain than Reluplex, we are inspired by how it illustrates the power of domain-specific solvers to bring about significant improvements in solving efficiency. It might even be possible to apply the lessons learned from the Reluplex work to our own domain of reasoning about distributed consistency. However, it is worth pointing out that a consistency-aware solver might not necessarily extend an existing theory solver with new primitives as Reluplex does. Instead, the best efficiency improvement might come from taking functionality away from existing theory solvers. For instance, Ge et al. [18] developed an custom solver for reasoning about ordering constraints in concurrent programs by starting with an existing theory of integer difference logic and then customizing it to remove unwanted functionality that was irrelevant to the problem at hand.

Regardless of the approach taken, a consistency-aware theory solver would need to reason about partial orders, in both strict (irreflexive) and non-strict (reflexive) varieties. Partial orders are essential for specifying CRDTs [38] and notions of consistency such as causal consistency [27, 1], and have been a recurring theme in previous work on concurrent and distributed programming models [2, 13, 24, 26, 25]. However, no off-the-shelf solver that we are aware of provides a built-in theory of partial orders. Indeed, off-the-shelf solvers have difficulty handling transitive relations, forcing systems to implement conservative workarounds [39]. Partial orders are ubiquitous in computer science, in areas as diverse as static analysis [14], information-flow security [17], and the semantics of inheritance in object-oriented programming [11], and we anticipate that a solver capable of efficient native reasoning about partial orders would have applications beyond our intended domain of distributed consistency.

Finally, as part of our proposed research agenda of building consistency-aware solvers, we want to consider the broader problem of theory solver development. The architecture of a lazy SMT solver, as shown in Figure 4, appears to lend itself very well to a modular style of development in which theory solvers can be developed independently. Unfortunately, in practice it would seem that SMT solvers are monolithic, and SMT internals expertise is
required for implementing new theory solvers. Although much research in programming languages (and distributed systems) now makes use of SMT solvers, the solver itself is generally treated as a black box, and theory solver implementation is considered the territory of the same SMT internals experts who implement the solver core.

We argue that programmers should not have to be SMT internals experts in order to implement theory solvers for their domain of interest. We propose to evaluate that claim by developing a framework for implementing custom, efficient domain-specific solvers. In doing so, we hope to democratize theory solver development and make it accessible to programmers who are not SMT internals experts, in the same way that Delite aimed to democratize DSL implementation and make it accessible to programmers who are not compiler experts.
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